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1: scanner - How to reduce the file size of scans initiated from the printer? - Super User
How to Reduce DPI. Lowering the system dots per inch (DPI) settings on your computer can reduce the size of the text
on your desktop and within the various folder windows. This can be helpful when attempting to free space on the
desktop.

Unfortunately, even when scanning relatively simple text documents, some people may run into problems in
which the imported file ends up being exceptionally large, as MacFixIt reader "Emmy Zuckerman" describes:
The resulting document generally is very large in size, and often is too large to email to someone - especially
if it is a multi-page document. There are basically two types of graphics that PDF files will handle. The first is
vector-based graphics, which are resolution-independent, and therefore can tell Preview or other PDF readers
through coded directions how to draw image content so it will appear nicely on screen regardless of the zoom
level. The second type of graphic is a "rasterized" or grid-based graphic that has a set pixel resolution. Unlike
vector graphics, rasterized content has a static pixel content with a set resolution, meaning that it is not
dynamically drawn but instead is just presented when embedded in a PDF file. This generally happens because
people overlook the resolution and compression options when importing files with a scanner. Changing the
file format and resolution will have the greatest impact on the final file size of the imported image. Resolution
To combat large file sizes when scanning, first consider whether you want the file to be printed or just viewed
onscreen. If you want to print the file, then set it to between dpi and dpi. Only set it higher than dpi if you
want to preserve detailed content or other high-quality features of the image in the scanned file generally done
for photographs or for archival purposes. Keep in mind that for an uncompressed file format doubling the
image resolution will result in quadrupling the number of pixels in the image and can therefore drastically
affect image size. For JPEG you can set the encoding quality to greatly cut down on file size. By default the
quality is usually set to percent, which is ideal for most situations. If you set it above 90 percent then the file
size will start getting very large, very fast, and without much benefit to the naked eye. If you set the quality
below that it will hurt the image quality of some photos. For most text documents you can further reduce file
size by going down to as little as 20 percent without seeing much change in quality. With those two options
resolution and compression taken into account, you should be able to scan documents quickly and get them to
be very small between 10KB and KB for most text documents. While Preview has the option to scan an image
directly to PDF format, when you do this it will just embed a rasterized image into the document, and offer
you few options to adjust the file size for the image. Therefore, instead of doing this, to keep file size low first
import the file as an image file and then export it as a JPEG you can use the quality slider when exporting to
help reduce the file size. If you have previously scanned documents that you would like to reduce in size, open
them with Preview and then save them as a JPEG file using the Quality setting to reduce the file size. Then
check the resulting file by opening it in Preview, and save it again as a PDF. Now you have it in PDF form but
containing the compressed version of the image, resulting in a smaller overall file size. Post them below or
e-mail us!
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2: How do I change the dpi in Properties of a jpeg from 96 to ? - Graphic Design Stack Exchange
I have an jpeg file of dpi. I need to reduce it to dpi. How can I do that? Do I need any specific application or it can be
done using Picasa/paint/MS picture manager, if yes how?

This can be done at the scanner, or in the scanning software. To print an acceptable image it only needs to be
about dpi dots per inch and even dpi is quite acceptable. Once you go below dpi you will start to notice the
degradation. Commercial printers usually request images at dpi. This means that, if an image is printed with a
size of 2", the scanned image only needs to be pixels. If the print is the same size as the original, you need to
scan at dpi. If the print is half the size of the original, you can scan at dpi but, if you will print at twice the
original size, the scan needs to be dpi. You should almost never have to scan at the printer resolution. This is
because the scanner can see 16 million or more colours in every pixel, but most printers can only print eight
colurs: For any other colours, the printer will put dots of those 8 colours side by side, and the eye will
integrate them into a shade. If you are scanning to view the image on the screen you only need as many pixels
as are visible on the screen. In other words, for most current screens x pixels. An image that is 10" long only
needs to be scanned at dpi. When sending photos by email, I usually reduce their size to something like x
pixels. The person recieving the email will be able to see the photo in full quality, and my email program does
not have to send so much data. ALso, many email systems limit the size of an email to 10MB, so an email
with just a few full-size photos might be rejected. Reducing them avoids that. I have only talked about colour
images. Another thing you can do is to change the file format. However, the more compressed a JPEG file is,
the more fine detail you lose. Most cameras and scanners default to producing JPEG files, without any
noticeable loss of detail. However, high-end cameras let you save all the details in a RAW format. Another
option is BMP with compression, which gives some file size reduction without any loss of detail.
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3: Compress pictures to reduce the file size in Office for Mac - Office Support
The DPI (dots per inch) of an image is simply metadata embedded inside the image (header). The actual quality
(resolution) of the image (within the file itself) is not affected when its DPI value is adjusted.

Whether you use all of these settings or only a few depends on how you intend to use the files and on the
essential properties a file must have. In most cases, the default settings are appropriate for maximum
efficiencyâ€”saving space by removing embedded fonts, compressing images, and removing items from the
file that are no longer needed. The space audit results may give you ideas about where best to reduce file size.
Some methods of compression may make images unusable in a print production workflow. Audit the space
usage of a PDF Acrobat Pro Auditing the space usage gives you a report of the total number of bytes used for
specific document elements, including fonts, images, bookmarks, forms, named destinations, and comments,
as well as the total file size. The results are reported both in bytes and as a percentage of the total file size. The
PDF Optimizer dialog box opens. Click the Audit Space Usage button at the top of the dialog box. You can
also audit space usage of a PDF in the Content pane. From the Content pane options menu , choose Audit
Space Usage. To use the default settings, choose Standard from the Settings menu, and then skip to step 6. The
options available in panels vary depending on this choice. Select the check box next to a panel for example,
Images, Fonts, Transparency , and then select options in that panel. To prevent all of the options in a panel
from executing during optimization, deselect the check box for that panel. Optional To save your customized
settings, click Save and name the settings. To delete a saved setting, choose it in the Settings menu and click
Delete. When you are finished selecting options, click OK. To optimize several documents at the same time,
use the Output options for the Actions Wizard. Images panel The Images panel of the PDF Optimizer lets you
set options for color, grayscale, and monochrome image compression, and image downsampling. Specify the
following options, as needed: Downsample Reduces file size by lowering the resolution of images, which
involves merging the colors of original pixels into larger pixels. Masked images and images with a size less
than by pixels are not downsampled. Compression Reduces file size by eliminating unnecessary pixel data.
ZIP is the better choice for illustrations with large areas of solid, flat color, or patterns made up of flat colors.
For JPEG compression, you can also specify lossless so that no pixel data is removed. Compression for
monochrome images is lossless, except for JBIG2 compression, which provides both Lossy and Lossless
modes of compression. Divides the image being compressed into tiles of the given size. If the image height or
width is not an even multiple of the tile size, partial tiles are used on the edges. Image data for each tile is
individually compressed and can be individually decompressed. The default value of is recommended. Text in
these languages is replaced with a substitution font when viewed on a system that does not have the original
fonts. To unembed fonts in a document, select one or more fonts in the Embedded Fonts list, and click the
Unembed button. Transparency panel If your PDF includes artwork that contains transparency, you can use
presets in the Transparency panel of PDF Optimizer to flatten transparency and reduce file size. Flattening
incorporates transparency into corresponding artwork by sectioning it into vector-based areas and rasterized
areas. PDF Optimizer applies transparency options to all pages in the document before applying other
optimization options. If you select the Acrobat 4. This ensures compatibility with Acrobat 4. When you create
flattening presets, they appear with the default presets in the Transparency panel. Transparency flattening
cannot be undone after the file is saved. You can discard objects created in Acrobat and in other applications.
Selecting an object removes all occurrences of that object within the PDF. In the Discard Objects area, you
can select from these and other options: This option retains form objects to which actions are linked. Flatten
Form Fields Makes form fields unusable with no change to their appearance. Form data is merged with the
page to become page content. Discard All Alternate Images Removes all versions of an image except the one
destined for on-screen viewing. Some PDFs include multiple versions of the same image for different
purposes, such as low-resolution on-screen viewing and high-resolution printing. Discard Embedded Page
Thumbnails Removes embedded page thumbnails. This is useful for large documents, which can take a long
time to draw page thumbnails after you click the Page Thumbnails button. Discard Document Tags Removes
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tags from the document, which also removes the accessibility and reflow capabilities for the text. Detect And
Merge Image Fragments Looks for images or masks that are fragmented into thin slices and tries to merge the
slices into a single image or mask. Discard Embedded Print Settings Removes embedded print settings, such
as page scaling and duplex mode, from the document. Discard Embedded Search Index Removes embedded
search indexes, which reduces the file size. Discard Bookmarks Removes all bookmarks from the document.
Discard Document Information And Metadata Removes information in the document information dictionary
and all metadata streams. Removes all objects from the PDF. Discard External Cross References Removes
links to other documents. Links that jump to other locations within the PDF are not removed. This does not
affect the functionality of the PDF, but it does decrease the file size. These items include elements that are
obsolete or unnecessary for your intended use of the document. Removing certain elements can seriously
affect the functionality of the PDF. By default, only elements that do not affect functionality are selected. If
you are unsure of the implications of removing other options, use the default selections. Object Compression
Options Specifies how to apply Flate compression in the file. Discard Invalid Bookmarks Removes
bookmarks that point to pages in the document that have been deleted. Discard Invalid Links Removes links
that jump to invalid destinations. Discard Unreferenced Named Destinations Removes named destinations that
are not being referenced internally from within the PDF document. Because this option does not check for
links from other PDF files or websites, it does not fit in some workflows. Optimize Page Content Converts all
end-of-line characters to space characters, which improves Flate compression. This option is especially
important with large documents that can take a long time to download from a server. Check with your
webmaster to make sure that the web server software you use supports page-at-a-time downloading. In the
Preferences dialog box under Categories, select Documents. Select the same filename and location. When a
message appears asking if you want to overwrite the existing file, click OK.
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4: 3 Ways to Change Image DPI, and Why All Designers Need to Know How
DPI stands for Dots Per Inch, and it's a specification for a printer, meaning how many physical dots of ink will it print in a
full square inch. Your home inkjet or laser printer will do alright at dots per inch, but professional printers typically won't
print at less than dpi or higher.

Here are the best PDF readers for Windows 10 to consider. How does file compression work? If there are any
other similar, free solutions, please let us know in the comments! This is one of the best and easiest ways to
shrink a PDF document. A toolbar with a few options will appear just above the PDF. Not only can this
program compress thousands of PDFs at a time, but it can also shrink encrypted and protected PDFs, too. In
addition, you can choose from five levels of compression, depending on how you want to use the file: Low
resolution 72 dpi , ideal for screen-view only Medium resolution dpi , ideal for an ebook High resolution dpi ,
ideal for printing Prepress dpi , ideal for prepress, including color preserving Default, ideal for a wide variety
of uses 2. The file will then be compressed automatically. Just click the download button to save the new file
to your hard drive. This should make most PDFs small enough to upload or send via email without any
problems. To keep things simple, you can choose one of the presets, which range from low compression for a
higher image quality to maximum compression for a lower image quality. This includes things like forms,
annotations, and page labels, which can unnecessarily increase the size of the file. How much of the original
PDF you want to discard depends on how much space you really need to save. We checked 8 of the most
popular options to find out. Read More and we highlight it here because it allows you to create your own
compression profiles. IrfanView is a lightweight and feature-rich image viewer for Windows. Under General,
you might have to set the Preview of PDF during save operation to not needed, so you can select settings
immediately. The result was visibly blurred, but perfectly legible. First, open your PDF in preview. This only
works with large PDF files. If you want to control the output quality, etc. You can also batch process multiple
files at once including encrypted files. This is only the start of what you can do with your PDFs.
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5: Reduce the file size of a picture in Microsoft Office - Office Support
Don't fall victim to the idea of the DPI of a bitmap image - it's a mistake. A bitmap image has no physical dimensions
(save for a few micrometers of storage space in RAM or hard drive). It's only a displayed image, or a printed image, that
has a physical size in inches, or millimeters, or furlongs.

The Acrolaw Blog is a resource for lawyers, law firms, paralegals, legal IT pros and anyone interested in the
use of Acrobat in the legal community. Below are excerpts from two emails I received recently: What can I do
to make these smaller in Acrobat? I have to eFile [with the Federal Court] and am having to split the filings
into many segments to go through the [Court] gateway. The issue seems to be with documents that are
scanned on our network scanner. PDFs produced directly from Word are a lot smaller. Is there some trick to
reduce the size of scanned files? Scanning Resolution A scan at dpi results in a much larger file than at dpi.
Color Space Color and grayscale files result in much larger files than black and white files. Physical
dimensions of the scanned page A legal-size scan will be larger than a letter-size scan, with all other factors
being equal. Compression Raw scan data can be compressed to make it smaller. Lossless compression retains
the exact appearance of the original. Lossy compression makes some hopefully non-noticeable visual
trade-offs to further reduce file size. JPEG is a common lossy compression method. Ideally, you would control
all of the above factors yourself by scanning at dpi, black and white and using an efficient compression
algorithm. Unfortunately, you many not have that option. Many desktop and network scanners offer limited or
confusing optionsâ€” orâ€” the scanned PDFs arrived from outside your firm. Legal Scanning
Recommendations In almost all situations, scan at dpi, black and white. For the purpose of this article we will
make a couple of assumptions: Black and White Image Compression There are three common types of
compression used on black and white scanned images:
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6: 3 Ways to Reduce DPI - wikiHow
Locate an image in File Explorer that has the DPI you need. Right-click the file, select "Properties" and click the "Details"
tab. If the image is a JPG or TIF, Windows shows you the DPI along with its dimensions.

Photoshop CC has an updated Image Size dialog box. See Resizing images for more information. Resolution
is the fineness of detail in a bitmap image and is measured in pixels per inch ppi. The more pixels per inch, the
greater the resolution. Generally, an image with a higher resolution produces a better printed image quality.
For example, if you change the resolution of a file, its width and height change accordingly to maintain the
same amount of image data. Then change width, height, or resolution. As you change one value, the other two
values change accordingly. With the Resample Image option selected, you can change the resolution, width,
and height of the image to suit your printing or onscreen needs. Pixel dimensions equal document output size
times resolution. Decreasing the resolution at same document size decreases pixel dimensions resampling.
Position the pointer over the file information box, and hold down the mouse button. File size The file size of
an image is the digital size of the image file, measured in kilobytes K , megabytes MB , or gigabytes GB. File
size is proportional to the pixel dimensions of the image. Images with more pixels may produce more detail at
a given printed size, but they require more disk space to store and may be slower to edit and print. Image
resolution thus becomes a compromise between image quality capturing all the data you need and file size.
Another factor that affects file size is file format. Similarly, color bit-depth and the number of layers and
channels in an image affect file size. Photoshop supports a maximum pixel dimension of , by , pixels per
image. This restriction places limits on the print size and resolution available to an image. About printer
resolution Printer resolution is measured in ink dots per inch, also known as dpi. Most inkjet printers have a
resolution of approximately to dpi. Technically, inkjet printers produce a microscopic spray of ink, not actual
dots like imagesetters or laser printers. Printer resolution is different from, but related to image resolution. To
print a high quality photo on an inkjet printer, an image resolution of at least ppi should provide good results.
Screen frequency is the number of printer dots or halftone cells per inch used to print grayscale images or
color separations. Also known as screen ruling or line screen, screen frequency is measured in lines per inch
lpi â€”or lines of cells per inch in a halftone screen. The higher the resolution of the output device, the finer
higher a screen ruling you can use. The relationship between image resolution and screen frequency
determines the quality of detail in the printed image. To produce a halftone image of the highest quality, you
generally use an image resolution that is from 1. But with some images and output devices, a lower resolution
can produce good results. Screen frequency examples A. Very fine screen typically used for annual reports
and images in art books Determine a suggested resolution for an image If you plan to print your image using a
halftone screen, the range of suitable image resolutions depends on the screen frequency of your output
device. Photoshop can determine a recommended image resolution based on the screen frequency of your
output device. If your image resolution is more than 2. Save a copy of the file, and then reduce the resolution.
For Screen, enter the screen frequency for the output device. If necessary, choose a different unit of
measurement. Note that the screen value is used only to calculate the image resolution, not to set the screen for
printing. For Quality, select an option: Draft Produces a resolution that is the same as the screen frequency no
lower than 72 pixels per inch. Good Produces a resolution 1. Best Produces a resolution 2 times the screen
frequency. View the print size onscreen Do one of the following: Select the Hand tool or Zoom tool, and click
Print Size in the options bar. The image is redisplayed in its approximate printed size, as specified in the
Document Size area of the Image Size dialog box. The Print Size command is not available in the Creative
Cloud version. Resampling Resampling is changing the amount of image data as you change either the pixel
dimensions or the resolution of an image. When you downsample decrease the number of pixels , information
is deleted from the image. When you resample up increase the number of pixels, or upsample , new pixels are
added. Resampled up selected pixels displayed for each set of images Keep in mind that resampling can result
in poorer image quality. For example, when you resample an image to larger pixel dimensions, the image loses
some detail and sharpness. Applying the Unsharp Mask filter to a resampled image can help refocus the image
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details. You can avoid the need for resampling by scanning or creating the image at a sufficiently high
resolution. Photoshop resamples images using an interpolation method to assign color values to any new
pixels based on the color values of existing pixels. You can choose which method to use in the Image Size
dialog box. Nearest Neighbor A fast but less precise method that replicates the pixels in an image. This
method is for use with illustrations containing edges that are not anti-aliased, to preserve hard edges and
produce a smaller file. However, this method can produce jagged effects, which become apparent when you
distort or scale an image or perform multiple manipulations on a selection. Bilinear A method that adds pixels
by averaging the color values of surrounding pixels. It produces medium-quality results. Bicubic A slower but
more precise method based on an examination of the values of surrounding pixels. Using more complex
calculations, Bicubic produces smoother tonal gradations than Nearest Neighbor or Bilinear. Bicubic
Smoother A good method for enlarging images based on Bicubic interpolation but designed to produce
smoother results. Bicubic Sharper A good method for reducing the size of an image based on Bicubic
interpolation with enhanced sharpening. This method maintains the detail in a resampled image. If Bicubic
Sharper oversharpens some areas of an image, try using Bicubic. You can specify a default interpolation
method to use whenever Photoshop resamples image data. To maintain the current ratio of pixel width to pixel
height, select Constrain Proportions. This option automatically updates the width as you change the height,
and vice versa. Under Pixel Dimensions, enter values for Width and Height. To enter values as percentages of
the current dimensions, choose Percent as the unit of measurement. The new file size for the image appears at
the top of the Image Size dialog box, with the old file size in parentheses. Make sure that Resample Image is
selected, and choose an interpolation method. If your image has layers with styles applied to them, select Scale
Styles to scale the effects in the resized image. This option is available only if you selected Constrain
Proportions. For best results when you produce a smaller image, downsample and apply the Unsharp Mask
filter. To produce a larger image, rescan the image at a higher resolution. You can further manipulate the scale
of the printed image using the Print command; however, changes you make using the Print command affect
only the printed image, not the document size of the image file. If you turn on resampling for the image, you
can change print dimensions and resolution independently and change the total number of pixels in the image.
If you turn off resampling, you can change either the dimensions or the resolutionâ€”Photoshop adjusts the
other value automatically to preserve the total pixel count. Then resample only as necessary. Change the print
dimensions, image resolution, or both: To change only the print dimensions or only the resolution and adjust
the total number of pixels in the image proportionately, select Resample Image and then choose an
interpolation method. To change the print dimensions and resolution without changing the total number of
pixels in the image, deselect Resample Image. To maintain the current ratio of image width to image height,
select Constrain Proportions. This option automatically changes the width as you change the height, and vice
versa. Under Document Size, enter new values for the height and width. If desired, choose a new unit of
measurement. For Resolution, enter a new value. What affects file size? File size depends on the pixel
dimensions of an image and the number of layers it contains. Images with more pixels may produce more
detail when printed, but they require more disk space to store and may be slower to edit and print. You should
keep track of your file sizes to make sure the files are not becoming too large for your purposes. If the file is
becoming too large, reduce the number of layers in the image or change the image size. You can view the file
size information for an image at the bottom of the application window.
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7: c# - How to change resolution (DPI) of an image? - Stack Overflow
However, if you still need to reduce the file size of an image, you can try the options below or crop your images. It's
worth noting that how much you can compress a picture, and how much space you'll save in your file, depends a lot on
the existing size and resolution of the picture.

Less You can send files with high-quality images easily, and without file limits, by saving to the cloud and
then sharing files from OneDrive. However, if you still need to reduce the file size of an image, you can try
the options below or crop your images. Some pictures can be compressed quite a bit; others hardly at all.
These features are not yet available in Office Online, only the desktop versions of the Office suite. Compress
or change the resolution of a picture When you do not need every single pixel in an image to get an acceptable
version of it, you can compress pictures to make the file size smaller. With your file open in your Microsoft
Office application, select the picture or pictures that you want to compress. If you do not see the Picture Tools
- Format tab, make sure that you selected a picture. You may have to double-click the picture to select it and
open the Format tab. Also, depending on your screen size, you might only see the icons for the Adjust group.
The Compress Pictures button appears without a label. To compress the selected pictures only and not all of
the pictures in the document, select the Apply only to this picture check box. Clearing the Apply only to this
picture checkbox will override any previous changes you have made for other individual pictures in this
document. Under Resolution, click the resolution that you want, then click OK. Pictures in Office are
automatically compressed for printing at ppi. You can Change the default picture resolution or turn off picture
compression. Compression changes are made when you close this dialog box. Compressing a picture may
make the image look different because of loss of detail. Because of this, you should compress the picture and
save the file before applying an artistic effect. Click the headings below for more information Important: This
setting applies only to pictures in the current document or the document selected in the list next to Image Size
and Quality. To make it the default for all new documents change the drop down. Note that this feature is not
available in Microsoft Project or in Office Click the File tab. Click Options and then click Advanced. Under
Image Size and Quality, use the drop down to select whether you want the change to apply to a specific
document or all new and future documents. You can reduce the size of your file by deleting this editing data,
but if you want to undo your edits you will need to reinsert the picture. This feature is not available in
Microsoft Project or Microsoft Project Under Image Size and Quality, click the document that you want to
remove picture editing data from. Under Image Size and Quality, select the Discard editing data checkbox.
8: 3 Ways to Reduce PDF File Size - wikiHow
Resample: If the image is shot with a DSLR the odds are pretty good that it has a resolution of pixels per inch (ppi). If
this is the case reduce the value to 72 or and the physical dimension of the image will also reduce.

9: All About Digital Photos - Changing the DPI of a Digital Photo
Before covering how to reduce the size of scanned documents in detail, let's discuss four factors that affect the size of
scanned images: Scanning Resolution A scan at dpi results in a much larger file than at dpi.
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